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ABSTRACT
Some massive, merging black holes (BH) may be descendants of binary O stars.
The evolution and mass transfer between these O stars determines the spins of their
progeny BH. These will be measurable with future gravitational wave detectors, incen-
tivizing the measurement of the spins of O stars in binaries. We previously measured
the spins of O stars in Galactic Wolf-Rayet (WR) + O binaries. Here we measure the
vesini of four LMC and two SMC O stars in WR + O binaries to determine whether
lower metallicity might affect the spin rates. We find that the O stars in Galactic and
Magellanic WR + O binaries display average vesini = 258 ± 18 km/s and 270 ± 15
km/s, respectively. Two LMC O stars measured on successive nights show significant
line width variability, possibly due to differing orbital phases exhibiting different parts
of the O stars illuminated differently by their WR companions. Despite this variability,
the vesini are highly super-synchronous but distinctly subcritical for the O stars in
all these binaries; thus we conclude that an efficient mechanism for shedding angular
momentum from O stars in WR + O binaries must exist. This mechanism, probably
related to Roche lobe overflow-created dynamo magnetic fields, prevents nearly 100%
breakup spin rates, as expected when RLOF operates, as it must, in these stars. A
Spruit-Tayler dynamo and O star wind might be that mechanism.
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1 INTRODUCTION
A detailed motivation for determining the spin speeds of O
stars in Wolf-Rayet (WR) + O binaries has been been given
in Shara et al. (2017), hereafter Paper I. Here we present a
concise overview of that motivation, an important limitation
to Paper I, and an outline for this paper which seeks to
remove that limitation.
Maeder & Meynet (2000); Heger & Langer (2000);
Hirschi, Meynet, & Maeder (2004); Yoon & Langer (2005);
Brott et al. (2011) and Ekstro¨m et al. (2012) have shown
that rapid initial rotation on the main sequence (i.e. equa-
torial velocities > 200-300 km/s) dramatically changes the
evolution and deaths of massive stars. Ultra-luminous su-
pernovae and long-duration gamma-ray bursts (Woosley &
Heger 2006; Georgy et al. 2009) may result from the final
? E-mail: mshara@amnh.org
collapses of massive, rapidly spinning stars. Merging binary
black holes (BH) (Abbott et al. 2016) originating in WR +
O binaries may lead to BH spins that will be measurable
with Advanced LIGO and Virgo (Pu¨rrer, Hannam, & Ohme
2016). Those spins are determined by the evolution of the
binary components, driven by mass and angular momentum
transport between the components. It is clearly desirable to
measure both massive stars’ spin rates in binaries, to test
theoretical binary evolution calculations and to constrain
their predictions of BH spin rates during mergers.
1.1 Single O stars, Binaries and RLOF
Penny (1996) and Howarth et al. (1997) measured single
Galactic massive stars’ rotation rates, while the VLT Taran-
tula survey examined similar LMC stars (Dufton et al. 2013;
Ramı´rez-Agudelo et al. 2013). The majority of these stars
in both galaxies display a modest average equatorial veloc-
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ity ve ∼100 km/s, but these are all single O-stars on or
near the Main Sequence. A small but significant fraction of
them, however, display ve > 200 km/s, with a few LMC
stars achieving 500-600 km/s. Some or all of the rapid rota-
tors which appear single may be merged binaries with rapid
spins. van den Heuvel (1993); Vanbeveren (1998b), and Van-
beveren et al. (1998a) predicted that many or most massive
stars must be close binaries. This prediction has now been
observationally confirmed (Mason et al. 1998, 2009; Sana &
Evans 2011; Sana et al. 2013). Population synthesis mod-
eling which includes binaries has reproduced the observed
distribution of rotation rates of massive stars (de Mink et
al. 2013).
The most massive primaries (up to ∼ 100 M) in bina-
ries may lose much of their initial masses via stellar winds,
greatly increasing the binary periods. WR + O binaries with
periods of days are quite common, and they demonstrate
that Roche lobe overflow (RLOF) and/or common enve-
lope (CE) phases must have occurred earlier in these stars’
lives (Vanbeveren, De Loore, & Van Rensbergen 1998c).
RLOF can lead to rapid rotation of the mass gainer as it
accretes mass and angular momentum (Packet 1981; Van-
beveren 1998b). If this phase is followed by a supernova ex-
plosion of the initially more massive primary (which will
explode first, even if it is the less massive star at the time)
which disrupts the binary, a runaway star (Blaauw 1961)
which is rapidly rotating may result. An example of a run-
away star is the early-type supergiant ζ Pup (Vanbeveren
2012), likely ejected from a binary after the RLOF spin-up
AND the supernova explosion of the original primary to a
runaway BH in the opposite direction, which displays ve sini
of 220 km/s. The inclination i of ζ Pup has recently been
claimed to be ∼ 23 deg (Ramiaramanantsoa et al. 2018)
with the star’s equatorial velocity being 550 km/s, in excess
of 80% of its critical rotation speed. Less extreme equatorial
velocity values (Howarth & van Leeuwen 2019) correspond-
ing to a differing interpretation of periodicity derived from
Ramiaramanantsoa et al. (2018)’s satellite photometry still
imply such high rotation that the star must originally have
been part of a binary.
In Paper I we measured the observational line width pa-
rameter vesini for the O star in 8 WR + O binaries from line
broadening of helium lines to determine whether RLOF had
been operative in spinning them up in the past (Vanbeveren
1998b; Petrovic, Langer, & van der Hucht 2005). Remark-
ably, super-synchronous spins (vesini >100 km/s in binaries
with periods shorter than about 10 days) were found in ev-
ery O star in the sample, and two more from the literature,
strongly indicative of RLOF.
All of the binaries investigated in Paper I are Galac-
tic with approximately solar metalicity. O Stars with lower
metalicity and consequent lower atmospheric opacity might
shed mass and angular momentum at lower rates than their
Galactic counterparts, leading to larger ve sini. To check if
super-synchronous spins are also present in Magellanic O
stars in WR + O binaries, we have therefore now expanded
our survey to include four WR + O binaries in the Large
Magellanic Cloud, and two in the Small Magellanic Cloud.
We note that independent measurements of vesini of 5 bi-
nary WR + O stars in the SMC have recently been presented
by Shenar et al. (2016), which complement and act as inde-
pendent checks of our results; we discuss them below after
presenting our own results.
In Section 2 we describe the data and their reductions,
and present the high resolution spectra of the helium line of
the O stars we study. These stars’ derived projected rotation
rates are given in section 3. In section 4 we discuss the impli-
cations of our results for the overall evolution of rotational
velocities in massive binaries, and we briefly summarize our
results in Section 5.
2 OBSERVATIONS AND DATA REDUCTIONS
2.1 Observations
Observations1 of the six target Magellanic stars were ob-
tained with the High Resolution Spectrograph (Crause et
al. 2014) (HRS) of the Southern African Large Telescope
(SALT). A full description of the SALT HRS data reduc-
tions is given in Paper I. In summary, we note that all Mag-
ellanic WR+O star spectra were obtained during November
2016 in the low resolution mode of HRS with a 2.23” arcsec
diameter fiber to provide a spectrum over the spectral range
of 3700-5500 A˚. A single ThAr arc and spectral flats were
also obtained in this mode for the purposes of calibration.
All spectra had R ∼12,700 and signal-to-noise ratio S/N
per pixel > 150, yielding an instrumental velocity resolution
(from measurements of the He I λ4922 line of the slowly ro-
tating B0.2 V star τ Sco, shown in Figure 1, and as reported
in Paper I) of 24±3 km/s. A spectrum was also taken, with
identical setup, of the well-studied, rapidly rotating O star ζ
Oph on 1 June 2016. A list of targets and log of observations
is provided in Table 1.
2.2 HeI and HeII lines
In Paper I we followed the procedure outlined in detail by
Ramı´rez-Agudelo et al. (2013) and Ramı´rez-Agudelo et al.
(2015) to determine the value for vesini for the stars in our
sample. This involved measuring the FWHM of the lines
in our stars via Voigt profile fitting and continuum subtrac-
tion. From the fits, we determined the FWHM for each of the
lines and then converted these to velocities based on the re-
lationships in Table 1 of Ramı´rez-Agudelo et al. (2015). This
process yielded He II vesini values considerably and consis-
tently smaller than those determined for the He I line. We
suggested in Paper I that a possible explanation for this dis-
crepancy might be due to oblateness and gravity darkening
in the O stars. Reeve & Howarth (2018) have criticized this
result, showing that careful choice of pseudo-continuum nor-
malization removes the apparent discrepancy. In particular,
instead of approximating the pseudo-continua by low-order
polynomials (Shara et al. 2017), Reeve & Howarth (2018)
fitted Hermite splines to continuum points selected by eye,
better fitting the WR emission-line structure. Their mea-
surements of HeI λ4922 are in good agreement with those
of Shara et al. (2017), but their HeII λ4541 FWHM values
are systematically smaller, by up to almost a factor of two.
1 Observations were taken under SALT Proposal Code: 2016-2-
SCI-055
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2.3 ζ Oph’s HeI and HeII lines
The ubiquitous and large differences between the He I and
He II velocities of Paper I, and especially the critique of
Reeve & Howarth (2018) have prompted us to check the
Ramı´rez-Agudelo et al. (2013) and Ramı´rez-Agudelo et al.
(2015) methodology via the extensively observed, rapidly
rotating O star ζ Oph. A dozen measurements of vesini for
ζ Oph have been published in the past four decades (Conti &
Ebbets 1977; Vogt & Penrod 1983; Stoeckley & Buscombe
1987; Penny 1996; Puls et al. 1996; Howarth et al. 1997;
Balona & Kambe 1999; Jankov, Janot-Pacheco, & Leister
2000; Howarth & Smith 2001; Fre´mat et al. 2005; Simo´n-
Dı´az & Herrero 2014; Cazorla et al. 2017), ranging from 337
to 400 km/s, and averaging 366 km/s.
The HeI line of ζOph that we observed with SALT/HRS
is shown in Figure 2. The FWHM measurement and analysis
methodology of Ramı´rez-Agudelo et al. (2015) yield vesini
= 397 ± 28 km/s from the He I λ4922 line and 252 ± 34
km/s from the He II λ4541 line. The agreement of our He I
vesini with the dozen authors noted above is encouraging,
but it is clear that the He II vesini value determined with
the Ramı´rez-Agudelo et al. (2015) formalism is incorrect. In
light of the discrepant HeII velocities we withdraw our sug-
gestion from paper I that these stars’ HeI and HeII velocities
are very different, possibly because of gravity darkening. We
will use only the relatively strong He I line in our spectra
- that of λ4922 - in this paper to derive the projected spin
velocities of six Magellanic O stars, and re-derive the pro-
jected spin velocities of five Galactic O stars. We use the
simple methodology outlined by Zehe et al. (2018) to derive
vesini = c x (LW/2) / λ0, where c is the speed of light and
λ0 is the rest wavelength of the line being used, followed by
a correction for the compound structure (see Figure 1) of
the HeI λ4922 line (Mihalas et al. 1975).
2.4 Results: The O stars’ HeI line and the Zehe
et al. (2018) methodology
Voigt and Gaussian profiles were fit to each HeI line. The line
profiles and continuum were then fit simultaneously using
the equation:
f(λ) = V (λ) + C(λ)
where V (λ) is the Voigt Profile which is a second order poly-
nomial of the form, C(λ) = a+bλ+cλ2. The data were then
normalized by C(λ) such that the continuum would have a
value of 1 as displayed in Figures 1 through 13. Next the
noise of the continuum was estimated by determining the
standard deviation of the observed flux outside the fitted
line. The Full Width at Zero Intensity was then determined
by measuring the high and low wavelengths at which V (λ)
became indistinguishable from the noise.
Adopting the same methodology as Zehe et al. (2018),
the line widths LW were determined from the wavelengths
at which the fitted line profiles reached the noise level where
the continuum flux had a value of 1. The derived line widths
LW with Voigt and Gaussian fits were nearly identical. The
Voigt profile fits to each of the continuum-divided absorption
lines of HeI in ζ Oph, and in the O stars of each of our five
Galactic and six Magellanic WR + O binaries are presented
in Figures 2 through 13. Our derived vesini of the He I λ4922
line of ζ Oph is 397± 8 km/s, in reasonable agreement with
the average of the dozen determinations, 366 km/s, noted
above.
The multi-component nature of the HeI λ4922 line (see
Figure 1) broadens that HeI line by ∼ 10% at 400 km/s and
by ∼ 15−20% at ∼ 200 km/s (Shara et al. 2017). Microtur-
bulence and macroturbulence of up to 50 km/s (Sundqvist,
et al. 2013) also broaden the line, but only by ∼ 1−3% in the
200-400 km/s range, hence we ignore these effects. A reason-
able correction is obtained by decreasing the vesini derived
from Voigt profile LW measurements by 10% at 400 km/s,
20% at 200 km/s, and extrapolating linearly between those
velocity extremes. The key result of this paper - that O stars
in WR + O binaries always spin highly super-synchronously
but subcritically - is robustly obtained even if we halve or
double the above assumption regarding the correction to
vesini due to the composite nature of the λ4922 line.
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Figure 1. The HeI 4922 absorption line of the O star τ Sco on 07
August 2015. In this and all other figures, the solid black line is
a three-component model of the HeI 4922 absorption line, while
the gray curve is the HRS data.
Figure 2. The HeI 4922 absorption line of the O star ζ Oph on
01 June 2016. In this and all further figures a horizontal blue line
indicates the line width LW as discussed in the text.
In Table 1 we report our measured HeI LW and veloc-
ities for each of five Galactic and six Magellanic O stars in
WR + O binaries. The smallest LW measured in any of the
target stars in our sample is 6.32±0.59A˚ which corresponds
to a vesini of 153± 18 km/s for BAT99-39. The largest LW
measured is 13.62 ± 1.94A˚ which corresponded to a vesini
of 373± 59 km/s for WR113.
In Paper I we were able to glean, from the literature,
orbital inclinations for all the Galactic WR + O binaries we
measured. The Galactic WR stars of Paper I are, of course,
more than an order of magnitude closer than the Magellanic
binaries we consider here. A strong warning is provided by
the SMC star AB6, which is at least quadruple (WR+O and
O+O) (Shenar et al. 2018). It is likely that at least some of
our Magellanic sample stars have unresolved companions,
so their masses and orbital inclinations are much less well
determined than those of Galactic WR binaries. For this
reason we present only vesini, and do not attempt to deduce
equatorial velocities for the Magellanic O stars we consider.
Figure 3. (Top) The HeI 4922 absorption line of the O star in
the Galactic WR+O binary WR31 on 08 May 2015. (Bottom)
Same as above but on 24 May 2015.
Figure 4. The HeI 4922 absorption line of the O star in the
Galactic WR+O binary WR31 on 28 May 2015.
3 ROTATION SPEEDS
The average vesini determined from LW for our sample of
six Magellanic O stars with measured HeI lines is 270 ±
15 km/s, which is the projected speed we adopt as repre-
sentative of O stars in Magellanic WR + O binaries. For
5 Galactic O stars with vesini determined from the same
HeI line and LW methodology, we find an average projected
rotation speed of 258± 18 km/s. The mean value of sin i for
a random ensemble of stars is pi/4 = 0.7854 (corresponding
to i = 51.76 deg), so that the average de-projected rotation
speed of our six Magellanic (five Galactic) O stars is 344
c© 0000 RAS, MNRAS 000, 000–000
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Table 1. Measured FWHM and vesini of Milky Way (MW), LMC and SMC O stars in O+WR star binaries
Star galaxy Spectral Types Period Observation He I λ4922 HeI vesini vsini(Shenar)
(days) date LW (A˚) (km/s) (km/s)
ζ Oph MW O9.5V – 20160601 13.05± 0.25 357± 8 –
WR21 MW WN5o + O4-6 8.3 20150508 7.80± 0.82 194± 25 –
WR21 MW WN5o + O4-6 8.3 20150524 7.14± 1.24 175± 38 –
WR31 MW WN4o + O8V 4.8 20150528 8.12± 0.71 203± 22 –
WR42 MW WC7 +O7V 7.9 20150508 12.63± 0.68 344± 21 –
WR97 MW WN5b + O7 12.6 20150513 8.21± 0.58 206± 18 –
WR97 MW WN5b + O7 12.6 20150614 8.70± 0.78 221± 24 –
WR113 MW WN5b + O7 12.6 20160524 11.90± 2.56 319± 78 –
WR113 MW WN5b + O7 12.6 20160607 13.62± 1.94 373± 59 –
AB7 SMC WN4+O6I(f) 19.2 20161103 9.69± 1.02 250± 31 150± 30
AB8 SMC WO3+O4V 16.6 20161105 11.17± 1.03 296± 31 120± 20
BAT99-28=Br22 LMC WC4+O5-6V-III(+O) 14.9 20161109 11.91± 1.39 319± 42 –
BAT99-39=Br32 LMC WC4+O6V-III(+O) 1.9 20161106 6.32± 0.59 153± 18 –
BAT99-43=Br37 LMC WN4o+OB 2.8 20161118 11.83± 1.93 317± 59 –
BAT99-43=Br37 LMC WN4o+OB 2.8 20161124 10.10± 0.66 262± 20 –
BAT99-49=Br40a LMC WN4:b+O8V 31.7 20161103 11.91± 1.70 319± 52 280
BAT99-49=Br40a LMC WN4:b+O8V 31.7 20161104 11.33± 1.71 301± 52 280
Spectral Types and orbital periods from Breysacher, Azzopardi, & Testor (1999) = BAT99, Bartzakos, Moffat, & Niemela (2001a,b),
Foellmi, Moffat, & Guerrero (2003a,b), St-Louis et al. (2005), Schnurr et al. (2008), and Shenar et al. (2016)
Figure 5. The HeI 4922 absorption line of the O star binary AB7
in the SMC on 03 November 2016.
(328) km/s. As already noted, we have ignored micro- and
macroturbulence, and corrected for the multiple nature of
the λ4922 line.
The synchronous rotation speeds for 11 Galactic WR +
O binaries (Shara et al. 2017) with well-determined masses
and orbits average to 60 km/s. All but one are observed to be
rotating at highly supersynchronous speed. Two of the LMC
binaries of our sample, BAT99-39 and BAT 99-43 display
such short orbital periods (1.9 and 2.8 days, respectively)
that we expect them to be tidally locked. The orbital periods
of the four other Magellanic binaries of this paper average
20.6 days, similar to those of the 11 Galactic binaries which
average 17.2 days. The 270 km/s average of the Magellanic O
stars is very supersynchronous. The average critical rotation
speed for the 11 Galactic O stars noted above is 555 km/sec,
and we expect a similar result for the Magellanic O stars.
In that case, we find that the Magellanic (Galactic) O stars
Figure 6. (Top) The HeI 4922 absorption line of the O star in
the Galactic WR+O binary WR97 on 13 May 2015. (Bottom)
Same as above but on 14 June 2015.
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Figure 7. (Top) The HeI 4922 absorption line of the O star in
the Galactic WR+O binary WR113 on 24 May 2015. (Bottom)
Same as above but on 07 June 2015.
Figure 8. The HeI 4922 absorption line of the O star binary AB7
in the SMC on 03 November 2016.
are spinning with, on average, 270/555 (258/555) = 49 (46)
% of those stars’ critical rotation speeds. This is the key
finding of our study. This key result is robust even if micro-
and/or macroturbulence, and/or the presence of unresolved
companions changes the spin speed by 50-100 km/s. That
these supersynchronous speeds are a consequence of binary
interaction follows from a comparison of the average vesini
of O stars in binaries noted in the previous paragraph with
the observed rotational velocities of single LMC and SMC
O stars. The distribution of vesini shows a peak at ∼ 80
km/s for single O stars in the 30 Doradus region of the
Figure 9. The HeI 4922 absorption line of the O star binary AB8
in the SMC on 05 November 2016.
Figure 10. The HeI 4922 absorption line of the O star binary
Br22=BAT99-28 in the LMC on 09 November 2016.
LMC (Ramı´rez-Agudelo et al. 2013), and a similar behavior
for single O stars in the SMC (Mokiem et al. 2006).
Our average measured value vesini = 310 km/s for
BAT99-49 is in excellent agreement with the value of 280
km/s measured by Shenar et al. (2018). However our mea-
sured values for AB7 and AB8 are 250 and 296 km/s, re-
spectively, while those of Shenar et al. (2018) are 150 and
120 km/s. It is possible that our estimated spin speed errors
are significantly larger than our simple analysis indicates,
Figure 11. The HeI 4922 absorption line of the O star binary
Br32=BAT99-39 in the LMC on 06 November 2016.
c© 0000 RAS, MNRAS 000, 000–000
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Figure 12. The HeI 4922 absorption line of the O star
Br37=BAT99-43 in the LMC binary on 18 November 2016.
Figure 13. (Top) The HeI 4922 absorption line of the O star bi-
nary Br40a=BAT99-49 in the LMC on 03 November 2016. (Bot-
tom) Same as above but on 04 November 2016.
as Shenar’s model atmosphere models use multiple lines to
yield spin speeds. In addition, the presence of more than one
unresolved O star on our HRS slit could easily increase the
LW of the HeI line we measure, and erroneously increase
the spin speed we deduce. It is also clear, as seen in the
case of BAT99-43 that significant night-to-night variations
in measured LW are observed, possibly due to orbital phase
variable illumination of the O star. Ideally, future attempts
to measure vesini of O stars in WR + O binaries should
include measurement with good orbital phase coverage. De-
spite these caveats, it seems inescapable that the large vesini
of Galactic and Magellanic O stars in WR + O binaries are
strongly supersynchronous but also clearly subcritical.
4 TIDES AND RLOF
Angular momentum transfer accompanies mass transfer dur-
ing RLOF, wherein some of the mass lost by a donor star
is accreted by its companion. This forces the mass gainer
to spin-up. When the RLOF-process in a case B binary (i.e.
RLOF starts while the mass-loser is hydrogen shell burning)
is quasi-conservative, the mass gainer is quickly spun up to
its critical Keplerian speed (Packet 1981). The observed ro-
tational speeds of the O-type companions in the Galactic
and Magellanic WR binaries in which it has now been mea-
sured are highly super-synchronous, suggesting that mass
transfer and spin-up have played important roles during the
progenitor evolution. RLOF transfers angular momentum
quickly enough to spin up the O-type mass gainers to crit-
ical rotation in much less than the evolutionary timescale
of a Roch-lobe filling O star, which is of the order of a few
hundred thousand years. That the observed spin speeds of
the O stars are ∼ 50% of their breakup speeds suggests that
an angular momentum-shedding mechanism exists to limit
the stars’ spinup, or to rapidly decrease it as critical rotation
is approached. One suggestion (Vanbeveren et al. 2018) is
that if, during the mass transfer phase of a massive binary, a
Spruit-Taylor dynamo can generate a magnetic field of the
order of a few kG, then rapid spin-up of the mass gainer
can be compensated at the expense of a moderate mass loss
from the binary. The enhanced dynamo-created magnetic
field would be short-lived and difficult to catch during the
brief RLOF phase itself.
5 CONCLUSIONS
Theory predicts that the O stars in WR + O binaries must
have accreted significant amounts of angular momentum
during RLOF from their companions. We report vesini mea-
surements for six Magellanic Cloud O stars and for five
Galactic O stars in WR+O binaries. The average projected
equatorial rotational value is 270 km/s for six Magellanic O
stars, ranging from 153 to 319 km/s, from the line width
of the HeI 4922 line. The average projected equatorial ro-
tational value is 258 km/s for five Galactic O stars, rang-
ing from 185 to 373 km/s. These values are strongly super-
synchronous, agreeing with the predictions of short period,
massive binary evolution models which include angular mo-
mentum transfer during RLOF. Since the rotation speeds
are only ∼ half the critical speed, a mechanism must also
exist to shed angular momentum from the O stars so that
they either do not reach critical rotation speeds, or rapidly
reduce those speeds by quickly shedding angular momen-
tum. This might be a Spruit-Taylor dynamo whose associ-
ated kG magnetic field carries away angular momentum in
a wind.
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